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Since its debut in 1956, the Duo-Sonic has found 
its way into the hands of genre-defining artists, 
becoming an underground sensation that helped 
create alternative music in the dingy clubs of New 
York City. A surprisingly hip guitar with upgraded 
contemporary features, this instrument features 
slick style and a unique sound that’s perfectly at 
home in modern music.
Almost infinitely flexible, the pair of Duo-
Sonic single-coil pickups in the bridge and 
neck positions lends a unique character to 
for everything from bright, jangly arpeggios to 
heavy chords. Master volume and tone controls, 
along with a three-way pickup switch, shape the 
pickups’ voice to match the music. The 24” scale 
adds a bit of warmth and thickness to the guitar’s 
inherent tone, while granting a slinkier playing 
feel, making it easier to perform multi-step bends. 
Topped by a 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 
22 medium jumbo frets, the “C”-shaped maple 
neck is comfortable for all playing styles and ideal 
for players with smaller hands, or those who use 
extended chord forms. The six-saddle string-
through-body hardtail Strat® bridge increases 
sustain while the bent steel saddles add some 
zing to your tone, enhancing the upper harmonics 
to cut through a dense mix.
The downsized body is comfortable for 
smaller players or those who enjoy energetic 
stage performances. A gloss polyester finish 
protects the body while the neck bears a satin 
polyurethane finish for fast, easy playability. 
Aesthetic appointments, including the knurled flat-
top control knobs, cast/sealed tuning machines 
and a three-ply Mint Green pickguard, add a 
touch of classic Fender style to this updated 
design. The unsung hero of the alternative 
underground, the Duo-Sonic is perfect for players 
who desire a unique sound and visual style.

Series: Offset

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: Gloss Polyester

Neck: Maple, “C” Shape

Neck Finish: Satin Polyurethane

Fingerboard: Maple, 9.5” (241 mm)

Frets: 22, Medium Jumbo

Position Inlays: Black Dot

Nut (Material/Width): Synthetic Bone, 1.650” (42 mm)

Tuning Machines: Fender Standard Cast/Sealed

Scale Length: 24” (610 mm)

Bridge: 6-Saddle Strings-Through-Body Strat Hardtail with Bent Steel
Saddles

Pickguard: 3-Ply Mint Green

Pickups: Duo-Sonic™ Single-coil (Bridge/Neck)

Pickup Switching: 3-Position Toggle: Position 1. Bridge Pickup, Position 2. Bridge And
Neck Pickups, Position 3. Neck Pickup

Controls: Master Volume, Master Tone

Control Knobs: Knurled Flat-Top

Hardware Finish: Nickel/Chrome

Strings: Fender® USA, NPS, (.010-.046 Gauges)

Duo-Sonic™

Part # Description UPC Code

0144012580 Duo-Sonic, Maple Fingerboard, Aged White 885978689934

0144012582 Duo-Sonic, Maple Fingerboard, Capri Orange 885978689927

0144012558 Duo-Sonic, Maple Fingerboard, Torino Red 885978725175
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A modernized version of a student-turned-classic 
instrument originally released in 1956, the 
Duo-Sonic HS model’s compact form belies its 
giant-sized sound. It’s the ideal companion for 
adventurous players who aren’t afraid to buck the 
norm and shatter expectations.
The Duo-Sonic HS new pickups let the true 
voice of the instrument shine. The single-coil 
Duo-Sonic neck pickup is joined by a vintage-
spec humbucking bridge pickup for flexible tone 
that can match any playing style imaginable. 
The push/pull tone pot switches to single coil 
operation on the humbucking bridge pickup, 
unlocking a variety of tones that can be shaped 
via the master volume and tone controls to find 
just the right sound. The 24” scale adds a bit of 
warmth and thickness to the guitar’s inherent 
tone, while granting a slinkier playing feel, making 
it easier to perform multi-step bends. Topped 
by a 9.5”-radius rosewood fingerboard with 22 
medium jumbo frets, the “C”-shaped maple neck 
is comfortable for all playing styles and ideal for 
players with smaller hands, or those who use 
extended chord forms. The six-saddle string-
through-body hardtail Strat® bridge increases 
sustain while the bent steel saddles add some 
zing to your tone, enhancing the upper harmonics 
to cut through a dense mix.
The smaller body is ideal for smaller players or for 
energetic stage performances. A gloss polyester 
finish protects the body while the neck bears a 
satin polyurethane finish for fast, easy playability. 
The aesthetic appointments, including the 
knurled flat-top control knobs, cast/sealed tuning 
machines and a three-ply Mint Green pickguard, 
add a touch of classic Fender style to this 
updated and modernized design. A new take on 
a classic guitar that’s flown under most player’s 
radars, the Duo-Sonic HS is ready and rarin’ to go 
with surprisingly giant sound.

Series: Offset

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: Gloss Polyester

Neck: Maple, “C” Shape

Neck Finish: Satin Polyurethane

Fingerboard: Rosewood, 9.5” (241 mm)

Frets: 22, Medium Jumbo

Position Inlays: Aged White Dot

Nut (Material/Width): Synthetic Bone, 1.650” (42 mm)

Tuning Machines: Fender Standard Cast/Sealed

Scale Length: 24” (610 mm)

Bridge: 6-Saddle Strings-Through-Body Strat Hardtail with Bent Steel
Saddles

Pickguard: 3-Ply Mint Green

Pickups: Duo-Sonic™ Humbucker (Bridge), Duo-Sonic™ Single-coil (Neck)

Pickup Switching: 3-Position Toggle: Position 1. Bridge Pickup, Position 2. Bridge And
Neck Pickups, Position 3. Neck Pickup

Controls: Master Volume, Master Tone (with Push/Pull Coil Select Feature)

Control Knobs: Knurled Flat-Top

Hardware Finish: Nickel/Chrome

Strings: Fender® USA, NPS, (.010-.046 Gauges)

Duo-Sonic™ HS

Part # Description UPC Code

0144020506 Duo-Sonic HS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black 885978689972

0144020549 Duo-Sonic HS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green 885978689965
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Part # Description UPC Code

0144020504 Duo-Sonic HS, Rosewood Fingerboard, Daphne Blue 885978725182
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Since 1964 the Mustang model has been bringing 
Fender sound and style to the stage and the 
studio in the hands of trend-setting players 
ranging from Nirvana to The 1975. Upgraded with 
performance-oriented features, this new Mustang 
sports classic style with modern electronics in an 
ultra-comfortable short-scale form that’s easy to 
play all night long.
Tonally flexible, the pair of angled single-coil 
pickups make every note and chord pop with 
authentic Fender tone. These low-output pickups 
have a balanced voice with bell-like upper 
harmonics, punchy mids and thick lows for a 
sound that easily cuts through a mix. Master 
volume and tone controls, along with a three-
way pickup switch craft your sound. Topped by 
a 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 22 medium 
jumbo frets, the “C”-shaped maple neck is 
comfortable for all playing styles and ideal for 
players with smaller hands, or those who use 
extended chord forms. The six-saddle string-
through-body hardtail Strat® bridge increases 
sustain while the bent steel saddles add a touch 
of “cut” to your tone, and are adjustable for spot-
on intonation. The 24” scale adds a bit of warmth 
and thickness to the guitar’s inherent tone, while 
granting a slinkier playing feel, making it easier to 
perform multi-step bends.
The guitar’s smaller body is perfect for energetic 
stage performances and ideal for those with 
smaller frames while retaining Fender’s famous 
ergonomic design aesthetic. A gloss polyester 
finish protects the body while the neck bears a 
satin polyurethane finish for fast, easy playability. 
The aesthetic appointments add a touch of 
classic Fender style to this modernized design for 
dazzling style under the spotlights. A cult favorite, 
the Mustang has evolved from a student-oriented 
model to the underground champion that laid the 
foundation for grunge and modern alternative 
rock.

Series: Offset

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: Gloss Polyester

Neck: Maple, “C” Shape

Neck Finish: Satin Polyurethane

Fingerboard: Maple, 9.5” (241 mm)

Frets: 22, Medium Jumbo

Position Inlays: Black Dot

Nut (Material/Width): Synthetic Bone, 1.650” (42 mm)

Tuning Machines: Fender Standard Cast/Sealed

Scale Length: 24” (610 mm)

Bridge: 6-Saddle Strings-Through-Body Strat Hardtail with Bent Steel
Saddles

Pickguard: 4-Ply Aged White Pearloid

Pickups: MUSTANG® Single-Coil (Bridge/Neck)

Pickup Switching: 3-Position Toggle: Position 1. Bridge Pickup, Position 2. Bridge And
Neck Pickups, Position 3. Neck Pickup

Controls: Master Volume, Master Tone

Control Knobs: Vintage Style Black Plastic Jazz Bass®

Hardware Finish: Nickel/Chrome

Strings: Fender® USA, NPS, (.010-.046 Gauges)

Mustang®

Part # Description UPC Code

0144042505 Mustang, Maple Fingerboard, Olympic White 885978690046
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Part # Description UPC Code

0144042506 Mustang, Maple Fingerboard, Black 885978690060

0144042598 Mustang, Maple Fingerboard, Olive 885978690053
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Perfect for garage rock and other styles that 
thrive on nonconformity, the Mustang 90 offers a 
distinctive take on a classic model. With upgraded 
features, unique aesthetics and fat Fender sound, 
this spirited instrument is perfect for players 
that march to a different beat. A new take on an 
underground classic, it stays true to the rebellious 
spirit that birthed rock ‘n’ roll.
Tonally flexible, the pair of Mustang MP-90 
pickups have all the bite and pristine cleans 
you’ve come to expect from Fender pickups, 
with a snarly midrange and punchy low end that 
breathes new life into the traditional Mustang 
sound. Master volume and tone controls, along 
with a conventional three-way pickup switch, 
shape the pickups’ tone to craft your sound. 
Topped by a 9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 
22 medium jumbo frets, the “C”-shaped maple 
neck is comfortable for all playing styles. The six-
saddle string-through-body hardtail Strat® bridge 
increases sustain while the bent steel saddles 
add a touch of “cut” to your sound, and are 
adjustable for spot-on intonation. The 24” scale is 
ideal for players with smaller hands, while adding 
a bit of warmth and thickness to the guitar’s 
inherent tone and giving it a slinkier playing feel. 
This guitar’s smaller body easily fits those with 
smaller frames while maintaining Fender’s classic 
stylistic appeal, and is also great for energetic 
stage performances thanks to its light weight. A 
gloss polyester finish protects the body while the 
neck bears a satin polyurethane finish for fast, 
easy playability. A hot-rodded take on an indie 
hero, the Mustang 90 is the ideal guitar for the 
new wave of players who desire modern features 
and classic short-scale style.

Series: Offset

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: Gloss Polyester

Neck: Maple, “C” Shape

Neck Finish: Satin Polyurethane

Fingerboard: Rosewood, 9.5” (241 mm)

Frets: 22, Medium Jumbo

Position Inlays: White Dot

Nut (Material/Width): Synthetic Bone, 1.650” (42 mm)

Tuning Machines: Fender Standard Cast/Sealed

Scale Length: 24” (610 mm)

Bridge: 6-Saddle Strings-Through-Body Strat Hardtail with Bent Steel
Saddles

Pickguard: 4-Ply Aged White Pearloid

Pickups: MUSTANG® MP-90 (Bridge/Neck)

Pickup Switching: 3-Position Toggle: Position 1. Bridge Pickup, Position 2. Bridge And
Neck Pickups, Position 3. Neck Pickup

Controls: Master Volume, Master Tone

Control Knobs: Vintage Style Black Plastic Jazz Bass®

Hardware Finish: Nickel/Chrome

Strings: Fender® USA 250R NPS, (.010-.046 Gauges)

Mustang® 90

Part # Description UPC Code

0144040505 Mustang 90, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White 885978690091

0144040558 Mustang 90, Rosewood Fingerboard, Torino Red 885978690084

0144040581 Mustang 90, Rosewood Fingerboard, Silver 885978690077
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Since its original release in 1964, the Mustang 
Bass has been one of Fender’s most enduring 
bass designs, finding its way into the hands of 
bassists ranging from The Rolling Stones to My 
Chemical Romance. This updated version of the 
short-scale underground hero adds the power 
of our venerable P Bass® and J Bass® pickups 
to the traditional Mustang design for flexible, 
thunderous bass tone with smooth playing feel 
and slick visual style.
Powered by a time-tested pair of pickups, the 
Mustang Bass PJ is packed with flexible tone that 
can match any sonic requirement. A punchy split 
single-coil P Bass® middle pickup is joined by a 
growling Jazz Bass neck pickup in an unbeatable 
pairing that combines the best of both sonic 
worlds. Master volume and tone controls, along 
with a conventional three-way pickup switch get 
you to all available sounds. Not only is the 30” 
scale more comfortable for smaller hands, it 
reduces string tension, creating a looser playing 
feel that lends itself to nimble playing styles while 
adding a fat, “blooming” quality to the lower notes 
and sweetening the higher notes. Topped by a 
9.5”-radius maple fingerboard with 19 medium 
jumbo frets, the “C”-shaped maple neck is 
comfortable for all playing styles.
This bass’ smaller body easily fits those with 
smaller frames while maintaining Fender’s classic 
stylistic appeal, and is also great for energetic 
stage performances thanks to its light weight. 
In a nod to its roots, this modernized instrument 
includes vintage-style Fender tuning machines 
and a vintage-style disc string tree, along with 
a four-bolt neck plate and standard four-saddle 
string-through-body bridge—all finished in 
gleaming chrome. A classic instrument, upgraded 
with features for the modern bassist, the short-
scale Mustang Bass PJ is sure to please with its 
flexible sound, easy playing feel and slick style.

Series: Offset

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: Gloss Polyester

Neck: Maple, “C” Shape

Neck Finish: Satin Polyurethane

Fingerboard: Rosewood, 9.5” (241 mm)

Frets: 19, Medium Jumbo

Position Inlays: White Dot

Nut (Material/Width): Synthetic Bone, 1.650” (42 mm)

Tuning Machines: Fender Vintage-Style

Scale Length: 30” (762 mm)

Bridge: 4-Saddle Standard

Pickguard: 4-Ply Aged White Pearloid

Pickups: Vintage-Style Single-Coil Jazz Bass (Bridge), Vintage-Style Split
Single-Coil Precision Bass (Middle)

Pickup Switching: 3-Position Toggle: Position 1. Bridge Pickup, Position 2. Bridge and
Middle Pickups, Position 3. Middle Pickup

Controls: Master Volume, Master Tone

Control Knobs: Vintage Style Black Plastic Jazz Bass®

Hardware Finish: Nickel/Chrome

Strings: Fender® USA, NPS, (Gauges .045 - .105)

Mustang® Bass PJ

Part # Description UPC Code

0144050505 Mustang Bass PJ, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White 885978690121

0144050558 Mustang Bass PJ, Rosewood Fingerboard, Torino Red 885978690114
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Part # Description UPC Code

0144050572 Mustang Bass PJ, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic Blue 885978690107


